INTRODUCTION
India's growth-story in recent years is a most phenomenal development in the world economy. Historically Indian economy has been a consumption driven and showing tremendous growth over the last two decades demanding large investments in infrastructure. In order to sustain growth in future, Government alone cannot fund such large investments in infrastructure projects and participation from private agencies is imperative. Initiatives from the government have led to increasing private sector participation in India's infrastructure development. Roads especially expressways, highways & rural roads are the most critical part of infrastructure that aims directly improving connectivity from consumption centers to production centers across the country bridging the industry and agriculture for the improvement of trade and quality life of its citizens. The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) -the nodal agency for ensuring rapid development of roads in the country has made PPP the preferred modefrom National Highway Development Programme (NHHDP) phase-III for most of its projects. Road Projects execution under PPPmodel,take much lesser time to complete and the Government does not have to bear cost over-runs where it plays a regulatory role. Over the last half decade many of the road infrastructure projects have been stalled, abandoned or terminated either by the sanctioning authority or by the concessionaire due to various reasons. The reasons could be clearances on land and forest, non availability of aggregate due to ban on mining, or the financial risk or the cost overruns. Stalling of these projects has huge negative repercussion on the employment and growth. In this paper a critical examination of PPP models and the reasons for the failure of the projects initiation, is carried to suggest measures for its restoration. Public Private Participation in Highway Sector:A Public Private Participation (PPP) is a consideration between government & private sector entity for public asset creation or public service delivery for specified period of time and performance measurable by public entity or its representative. As infra-projects are highly capital intensive, the PPPsarrangement helpsgovernments to meetits demands for the development of modern and efficient facilities, infrastructure and services while providing value for taxpayers[1]. 
II. OBJECTIVES OF PPP

Government End of Concession
One of the advantages of BOT model is that it takes the infrastructure financing load off from the Government balance sheet.When the projects are notviable for private participation, Government funding and liability in the form of Viability Gap Funding(VGF) is contributed and is restricted to a max of 40% of the project cost or the Annuity payments depending on whether the Project is implemented as BOT Toll or as BOT Annuity [2] . 12, about 40,000 km of road was awarded to different concessionaires, out of which about 25,000 Km of road network is yet to commence its execution due to various reasons. Besides NHDP programme, 15 states awarded about 173 State Highway projects amounting to 80,000 cr (in which UP's Yamuna Expressway worth 30,000 is an important project) are in the process of execution are, too facing some hurdles [3] . Risk Factor in PPP:Risk is a threat or probability that an action or event will adversely or beneficially affect an organization's ability to achieve its objectives. Also risk is 'Uncertainty of Outcome', either from pursuing a future positive opportunity, or an existing negative threat in trying to achieve a current objective. Risk that the concessionaire/government will not fulfil its contractual obligations and that the other party will be unable to -either enforce those obligations against the concessionaire, or unable to recover some form of compensation or remedy from the other party for any loss sustained by it as a result of the breach[5][6]. Success and failures encountered while executing the project activities at some of the PPPprojects and the learning drawn are tabulated in Table: 2 below. ://dx.doi.org/10.24001/ijaems.3.4.8  ISSN: 2454-1311 www.ijaems.com
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Financing Innovations
The Vadodara Halol Toll Road:Deep discount bonds with an option of take-out financing; Long term loans as a part of its financing structure.
PPP projects to be financially independent; Minimize reliance on government grants or schemes. The shadow tolling system effectively, makes the road services free for the user. At the same time, the government need not bear the extra burden of paying the toll, because it collects the money through the cess on petrol or diesel. The proposed cess would be minimal (less than a rupee) as it will be spread over a huge base and hence the citizens would not feel the pinch of the increase. The highway road traffic would not be hampered by high toll prices, and thus be closer to their capacity utilization, ensuring maximum economic and social benefit. Conclusions &Remarks:In the present BOT scenario and also the prevailing social political environment is not conducive for running toll operations business is a tough situation to the concessionaire due to public resistance and political interventions for popular gains. Under this hostile environment, execution of stalled projects and commencement of new PPP projects under BOT model is uncertain. Regulatory Authorities (NHAI/State Governments) need to rethink and invent new strategies in PPP model for restoration of Infrastructure. Mechanism like shadow tolling have their respective pros and cons that need to be debated considering various policy constraints such as budget availability, willingness to pay tolls, value for money, transfer of risks to the private party, ease of implementation etc. Going forward, it is expected that Government would seriously explore such mechanisms on test case basis to address some of the main issues that exist on the Highways network. Other strategic options could be reducing the concession period and granting VGF, awarding projects at reduced concession period on VGF+ Annuity combination. Also Government should implement latest traffic management and monitoring technologies, where in the roads are Toll Freeand , traffic would be monitored and counted with state of technology and concessionaire would be appropriately compensated for the operated traffic. Such mechanisms would help Indian Government to achieve a Road User friendly environment and make driving on Indian highways a safer and a much better experience.
Operations
